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US Government Computer
Penetration Programs and
the Implications for Cyberwar
Edward Hunt
College of William & Mary
The US Department of Defense was the driving force behind the development of sophisticated computer penetration methodologies. By
analyzing the security of the nation’s time-sharing computer systems,
security analysts developed an expert understanding of computer
penetration. Eventually, the US and its intelligence agencies utilized
computer penetration techniques to wage offensive cyberattacks.

In January 2011, the journalists William
Broad, John Markoff, and David Sanger
reported in the New York Times that a computer worm called Stuxnet, ‘‘the most sophisticated cyberweapon ever deployed,’’ had
caused significant delays to Iran’s nuclear enrichment program.1 ‘‘The sheer size of the
code was staggering,’’ reported Sharon Weinberger in Nature, noting that Stuxnet featured
‘‘some 15,000 lines of code, representing an
estimated 10,000 person hours in software development.’’2 A team of security analysts at
the software company Symantec, which published a thorough technical analysis of the
cyberweapon, believed that ‘‘Stuxnet is of
such great complexity—requiring significant
resources to develop—that few attackers will
be capable of producing a similar threat.’’3
Given the cyberweapon’s capability to implement ‘‘direct-attack attempts on critical infrastructure,’’ the Symatec analysts concluded
that ‘‘Stuxnet is the type of threat we hope
to never see again.’’3
US President Barack Obama came to a different conclusion after the initial public disclosure of the Stuxnet weapon. According to the
journalist David Sanger, President Obama ‘‘decided that the cyberattacks should proceed.’’4
In fact, Obama had ‘‘secretly ordered increasingly sophisticated attacks on the computer
systems that run Iran’s main nuclear enrichment facilities,’’ expanding a covert program
code-named Olympic Games that had begun
during the Bush administration.4
Of course, American involvement should
come as no surprise, particularly since
Richard Clarke and Robert Knake had
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acknowledged in 2010 in their book Cyber
War that the US ‘‘has perhaps led [the
world] in cyber espionage and the creation
of cyber war tools’’ and today ‘‘very likely
possesses the most sophisticated offensive
cyber war capabilities.’’5 As an example,
Clarke and Knake pointed to the ‘‘malicious
code’’ that the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) had created in the early 1980s to sabotage the trans-Siberian pipeline in the Soviet
Union, leading to ‘‘the most massive nonnuclear explosion ever recorded, over three
kilotons.’’6
Interestingly, the attack against the
Soviets, unknown to the world until only a
few years ago,7 coincided with another
major report in the New York Times in late
1983 by William Broad, who sought to implicate the Soviets as a major threat to US computer security. According to Broad, Reagan
administration officials had suspected that
in 1981 ‘‘the Russians managed, by getting
onto an international computer network, to
break into two large private computers in
the West.’’8 The allegations, which leading
experts quickly dismissed as sensational9
and that now appear tame compared to the
attack against the Soviet pipeline, suggest
that the US has indeed led the world in the
creation of cyberwar tools. In his article,
Broad nicely summarized the groundbreaking US efforts to assess computer security
vulnerabilities:
[T]echnical threats . . . were first described in
detail in the early 1970s by Dr. [Willis] Ware
of the RAND Corporation . . . The [Ware]
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report showed how spies could actively penetrate computers, steal or copy electric files and
subvert the devices that normally guard topsecret information.
The study touched off more than a decade
of quiet activity by elite groups of computer
scientists working for the Government who
tried to break into sensitive computers. They
succeeded in every attempt.8

Undoubtedly, Broad meant to describe the
efforts made by ‘‘government’’ scientists to
understand the threats to US systems, always
with the hope of improving their security. At
the time, few analysts openly suggested that
the ‘‘careful insertion of a few well-written
trap doors and Trojan horses into the software (or wired into the hardware) of computers sold to potentially hostile countries
would be a reliable and virtually undetectable
intelligence asset,’’ as Navy Lieutenants Peter
Grant and Robert Riche had done in July
1983.10 For the most part, specialists from
academia, government, industry, and the
media remained silent about the use of computer subversion as a weapon.
In recent years, a few noticeable exceptions to the continuing silence have
appeared in the popular media. In the late
1990s, the journalist David Fulghum highlighted the US government’s growing interest
in cyberwar in his numerous reports for Aviation Week & Space Technology. In one article,
Fulghum described how the US had used
‘‘[o]ffensive computer warfare . . . as a precision weapon during the Kosovo conflict’’ in
1999.11 A radar specialist at the Pentagon
had informed Fulghum that the US had probably ‘‘put false targets into [Serbia’s] air defense network through its communications
links.’’11 John Arquilla, an associate professor
at the Naval Postgraduate School and an analyst at RAND, similarly informed the PBS series Frontline for its 2003 episode ‘‘Cyber
War!’’ that ‘‘some means may have been
used to distort the images that the Serbian
integrated air defense systems were generating.’’12 Arquilla also hinted that ‘‘we did
some things to the systems of the Iraqis’’ during the first Gulf War.12 In fact, Fulghum had
reported in November 1999 that senior military officials had confirmed that the penetration of a country’s air defense system ‘‘was
first attempted against Iraq during the
1990–91 Persian Gulf war.’’13
A series of articles in the New York Times
from mid-2009 highlighted the Obama
administration’s interest in cyberwar, a

topic that reached ‘‘religious intensity,’’
according to military historian Daniel
Kuehl.14 Some of ‘‘the latest in attack software . . . was developed by cryptologists at
the N.S.A. [National Security Agency],’’ journalists Corey Kilgannon and Noam Cohen
reported, making it no secret that the agency
featured ‘‘most of the government’s talent for
breaking and making computer codes.’’15
Christopher Drew and John Markoff also
reported that US military and intelligence
agencies had turned to contractors such as
Raytheon, Northrop Grumman, and General
Dynamics to develop offensive capabilities.12
Nevertheless, few analysts have ever comprehensively described the US’s cyberwar capabilities, perhaps ‘‘because so much of the
subject matter is secret,’’ as Clarke and
Knake reasonably speculated in their book
Cyber War.16
The emphasis on secrecy has changed little over the years, especially among those
involved in the highest levels of security
analysis. In the early 1970s, leading analysts
Roger Schell and Paul Karger complained
that ‘‘most reports of [computer] penetrations have severe (and often unjustified)
distribution restrictions leaving very few
documents in the public domain.’’17 Decades
later, another highly respected security
expert, Clark Weissman, still found ‘‘general
access to this past experience . . . often
restricted.’’18 Not until the mid-1990s did security specialist Mathew Bishop successfully
organize and distribute a collection of the
early, landmark computer security studies.19
Bishop’s collection, supported by numerous
academic papers already in the public domain, offers an illuminating look into the
early history of the creation of cyberwar
tools. According to Bishop, ‘‘virtually all of
the important papers were produced under
government contract.’’19 Indeed, the records
suggest that the defense establishment,
which includes the Department of Defense
(DoD) and its closely linked allies in industry
and academia, engineered many of the techniques used to break into computers systems
through a constant stream of security
testing.20
In this article, I have attempted to provide
meaningful academic research into this early
history, hoping to establish a more open dialogue, just as Clark and Knake called for in
their book Cyber War.21 More specifically, I
intend to show that the defense establishment pioneered and created many of the
tools used in modern day cyberwarfare.22
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Notes on Secondary Literature
Scholars have basically ignored the formative
role played by the defense establishment in
the development of subversive computer
techniques, leaving only a few exceptions in
the literature. By the mid-1970s, computer
crime had even become a serious topic of interest, leading to several popular books on
the subject. Having documented close to
400 computer-related crimes, Donn Parker
of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) highlighted some of the more sensational incidents in his 1976 book Crime by Computer.
Although Parker acknowledged the existence
of ‘‘professional computer penetrators who
test the security of computer systems,’’ he
barely explored their findings, focusing
more on the acts committed by civilians.23
In the 1978 book Computer Capers, journalist
Thomas Whiteside reinforced much of
Parker’s alarmist narrative, although Whiteside suggested that computer criminals who
broke into government or corporate systems
‘‘have not employed highly sophisticated
approaches.’’24 Instead, Whiteside found
that ‘‘the more advanced techniques . . . perhaps observable in various exercises . . . have
been carried out within the defense establishment.’’24 Officially sanctioned teams of security analysts attempted to ‘‘penetrate some of
the most complex and supposedly secure
computer systems,’’ he reported.25 In one
case, Whiteside referred to a study completed
by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) that
detailed ‘‘the successful, covert subversion of
a Univac 1108 Exec VIII operating system’’
utilized by the military.26 The NRL penetration team had easily exploited a design problem publicly documented by Univac to
embed trap doors in the system, granting
the team covert access to encrypted, classified information. In spite of the obvious
questions that might have arisen about the
offensive potential of such practices, analysts
such as Donn Parker instead turned the spotlight on the alleged criminals, who he introduced to the media as ‘‘hackers.’’
Throughout the 1980s, scholars continued
to ignore official penetration programs, especially as the popular media sensationalized
the hacker phenomenon. Parker had relayed
the hacker concept to the popular media in
an interview with Time magazine in August
1983, warning about ‘‘a whole epidemic of
malicious system hacking’’ taking place.27
Of course, Parker had also noted in his 1983
book Fighting Computer Crime that ‘‘there is
no proof of a system hacker epidemic.’’28
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Instead, the miscreants, as he described
them, ‘‘flare up from time to time,’’ giving
them the characteristics of ‘‘a disease.’’29
Offering an altogether different perspective on hackers, the journalist Steven Levy
romanticized their origins in his 1984 book
Hackers. According to Levy, the idealist programmers consisted of ‘‘adventurers, visionaries, risk-takers, [and] artists’’ who shared
‘‘a common philosophy . . . of sharing, openness, decentralization, and getting your
hands on machines at any cost—to improve
the machines, and to improve the world.’’30
Undoubtedly, Levy held the minority
view, even among scholars. In late 1985,
law scholar Diana Smith contributed an article to the Criminal Justice Journal, asking,
‘‘Who is calling your computer next?
Hacker!’’ Seizing upon a common view in
the media, Smith described the typical hacker
as ‘‘a high school dropout of better than average intelligence’’ who attempted to ‘‘access
the computer networks of large corporations’’ as a sort of intellectual challenge.31
‘‘Certainly, the hackers are the ones with expert capabilities,’’ Smith claimed.32 Just a couple of years later, one journalist writing for
the New York Times went even further,
describing hackers as ‘‘electronic terrorists’’
who used Trojan horses to corrupt computer
data.33 In spite of such sensational propaganda about the mysterious and amorphous
hackers,34 the increased attention on computer vulnerabilities led to far more serious
consideration of potential security threats.
For anyone seriously interested in assessing
security vulnerabilities, officially sanctioned
studies provided a reasonable starting point.
The security analysts Deborah Russell and
G.T. Gangemi, Sr. offered a rare glimpse
into some of the early, publicly funded studies in their 1991 book Computer Security
Basics. Notably, the authors described key
events from the 1960s and 1970s that had
led to the creation of tiger teams, or ‘‘government- and industry-sponsored teams of
crackers who attempted to break down the
defenses of computer systems in an effort to
uncover, and eventually patch, security
holes.’’35 The authors even attributed the
hacker practice of probing systems for vulnerabilities to the formally developed ‘‘tiger
team methodology.’’36
In late 1993, Wayne Madsen, a security specialist with ties to the NSA, offered a far more
cautionary perspective about government and
industry involvement. In an article published
by the International Journal of Intelligence and
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Counter-Intelligence, Madsen warned about
‘‘state-sponsored and corporation-initiated
digital eavesdropping schemes’’ initiated by
nations all over the world, including the
US.37 The threat of the ‘‘often youthful
hacker’’ paled in comparison to the ‘‘dedicated and well-financed intelligence
agencies,’’ Madsen believed.38
Today, Pentagon officials would likely
agree, believing that ‘‘the most-sophisticated
computer attacks require the resources of a
government,’’ according to a recent report
by Siobhan Gorman and Julian E. Barnes in
the Wall Street Journal.39 In their report, the
journalists noted that officials believed that
‘‘the weapons used in a major technological
assault, such as taking down a power grid,
would likely have to be developed with
state support.’’39
Clearly, a hostile government with vast
amounts of resources at its disposal poses a
more serious threat to system security than
any of the so-called computer hackers. Nevertheless, few scholars have explored the US defense establishment’s offensive capabilities.
The leading scholar on the history of computer security, Donald MacKenzie, discussed
many of the early, officially sanctioned security studies in a chapter of his 2001 book
Mechanizing Proof, but he largely ignored the
formative role that the publicly funded tiger
teams had played in creating successful penetration techniques.40 ‘‘RAND had done some
penetration studies (experiments in circumventing computer security controls) of early
time-sharing systems on behalf of the government,’’ he only briefly acknowledged.41 Jeffrey Yost of the Charles Babbage Institute
offered a similarly abbreviated account in
his 2007 article, ‘‘A History of Computer Security Standards.’’ According to Yost, ‘‘the
RAND Corporation, and its spin-off, . . . the
System Development Corporation (SDC) . . .
[had] engaged in some of the first so-called
‘penetration studies’ to try to infiltrate timesharing systems in order to test their vulnerability.’’42 Like MacKenzie, Yost focused his
narrative on the development of computer security and standards. A number of leading
penetration experts, including Roger Schell,
acknowledge that even ‘‘today the subversion
threat is rarely discussed’’ by security analysts,
never mind historians.43
In recent months, the issue of subversion
has taken on special urgency, especially
since the Wall Street Journal reported in mid2011 that computer subversion ‘‘coming
from another country’’ could lead ‘‘the

A hostile government
with vast amounts of
resources at its disposal
poses a more serious
threat to system security
than any so-called
computer hackers.
U.S. to respond using traditional military
force.’’39 With military officials threatening
to ‘‘put a missile down one of your smokestacks’’ in response to a cyberattack, it has become increasingly important to understand
the cyber capabilities of the US as well.39

Penetration Defined
The available documentary record indicates
that in June 1965, the SDC, a major government contractor with roots in the US Air
Force and RAND,44 hosted one of the earliest,
most influential conferences on computer security. Held in Santa Monica, California, the
event united some of the country’s leading
computer experts, who represented institutions such as IBM, RAND, and the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory. At the time, Robert
von Buelow, the Head of Laboratory Development and Operations Staff at SDC, explicitly warned his colleagues about the security
of time-sharing computer systems, which
granted external users access to their resources through communications lines. RAND’s
Willis Ware repeated von Buelow’s warning,
describing the unauthorized access of data
as ‘‘the big problem with time-shared systems.’’45 In fact, SDC had recently converted
its IBM Q-32 computer into a time-sharing
system.
With the security implications in mind,
SDC officials instructed one of their
‘‘experts’’ to ‘‘[s]it down and figure out all
the ways you think you might be able to violate memory protection.’’46 Before long,
SDC’s expert had discovered more than a
dozen ways to undermine the Q-32’s safeguards. As a possible long-term solution,
von Buelow envisioned an official agency
that would one day collect and distribute information about ‘‘all the ways a system can
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be violated.’’46 Even more important, the
conference marked one of the first occasions
when the country’s leading computer experts
together requested ‘‘studies to be conducted
in such areas as breaking security protection
in the time-shared system.’’47
Shortly after the Santa Monica conference,
security specialists introduced the ‘‘language
of penetration’’ to describe an attack against
a computer system. Ware, who headed
RAND’s Computer Sciences Department,
organized a special paper session on computer security for the Spring 1967 Joint Computer Conference, hoping to engage the
broader user communities. Alongside his colleagues Harold Petersen and Rein Turn, both
of RAND, and Bernard Peters of the NSA,
Ware warned that ‘‘deliberate attempts to
penetrate’’ both military and nonmilitary
systems ‘‘must be anticipated.’’48 Petersen
and Turn agreed, citing ‘‘deliberate penetration’’ as a major risk to ‘‘remotely accessible
on-line, time-shared information systems.’’49
In particular, Peters argued that ‘‘a penetrating program’’ could potentially compromise
‘‘large amounts of information’’ stored in
time-sharing systems.50
Ware later credited these newly open discussions about security threats to the highly
secretive NSA, which had taken a special interest in time-sharing technology. Since
1964, Ware had sat on the NSA’s Scientific
Advisory Board, a collection of the nation’s
premier technological experts from government, industry, and academia.51 Through
his connections, he had grown familiar
with ‘‘the development within the National
Security Agency (NSA) of a remote-access
time-sharing system, . . . running on a Univac
494 machine, and serving terminals and
users not only within the [NSA] headquarters
building . . . but also worldwide.’’52 With
these types of systems in mind, Ware and
his colleagues had grown increasingly concerned that the country’s ‘‘systems might
not be able to protect themselves and their
data against intrusive and destructive
attacks.’’52
In addition to introducing the threat of
computer penetration at the Spring 1967
conference, Ware’s special session established
the foundation for security research, including the most fundamental methods of breaking into computer systems. Communications
lines ‘‘are the most vulnerable part of the system,’’ Petersen and Turn noted in a paper at
the conference, citing ‘‘the well-developed
art of listening in on voice conversations.’’53
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Similarly, Ware warned that eavesdroppers
could bug a system, enabling them ‘‘to pirate
information.’’54 A more sophisticated attack,
Ware believed, involved an ‘‘ingenious user
who skillfully invades the software system,’’
making changes that ‘‘give him ‘ins’ to normally unavailable information.’’55 Petersen
and Turn described these special entry points
as trap doors, or covert channels that granted
‘‘unscrupulous programmers’’ access to a system.56 In a pair of comprehensive tables,
Petersen and Turn outlined their recommended countermeasures as well as numerous other threats, such as browsing for
restricted files, masquerading as legitimate
users, and piggy-backing into a system.57
Ware depicted the possible points of attack
in a special diagram in one of his papers,
which included a systems programmer incorporating covert ‘‘ins’’ into a system.58
A few years after the conference, Turn
reflected that the RAND papers had ‘‘established much of the vocabulary’’ for computer
security research.59 By 1972, at least 30
reports and articles had reviewed the same
threats and safeguards.59

Questions about Security
Even before the spring 1967 conference,
computer programmers and electronic specialists had well understood the risks associated with time-sharing systems. In the mid
1960s, IBM and Remington Rand Univac
had feared that competitors would attempt
to monitor the information that the two
companies transmitted through their systems. Both companies had considered hiring
a ‘‘decoy computer programmer’’ to transmit
false, misleading data.60
A month prior to the conference, the
Washington Post had reported that ‘‘a Senate
Judiciary Committee eavesdropping expert’’
believed that time-sharing systems would
soon play an influential role in industrial espionage.61 A few years after the Washington
Post’s report, one computer programmer
accessed confidential data stored in a competitor’s time-sharing system, marking one
of the earliest documented cases of computer
penetration.52 The programmer relied on a
simple method, taking a little over a month
to guess the commands necessary to access
the targeted information.63
The security problem gained perhaps its
most widespread attention when officials at
a small company called Information Systems
Design (ISD) discovered an unauthorized user
masquerading as a client in the company
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system, copying a program.64 ISD soon
linked the breach to Hugh Jeffery Ward, a
computer programmer working for a competitor, the University Computing Company
(UCC). Reporting on the incident in March
1971, one local newspaper ran the headline,
‘‘Computer’s Secrets Stolen by Telephone.’’65
The Paris edition of the International Herald
Tribune more sensationally declared, ‘‘Computer Raped by Telephone.’’65 A defense lawyer for the UCC offered a more likely
explanation, suggesting that programmers
at both companies routinely tapped into
each others’ systems, just as officials at IBM
and Remington Rand Univac had foreseen.66
As the security issue gained more prominent attention, the US government, acting
primarily through the Pentagon, initiated
the first major study into time-sharing system security. Essentially, US officials wanted
to know if they could safely sell unclassified,
commercial access to systems that also
hosted classified information.67 With RAND
selected to ‘‘provide the leadership’’ on the
project, DoD officials tapped Ware to chair
a specially organized task force.68 An impressive array of experts from the CIA, NSA, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
ARPA, and Lockheed joined the project,
including SDC’s Robert von Buelow. Over
the course of the study, the task force focused
on what it called ‘‘the most difficult security
control situation,’’ namely, ‘‘a time-sharing
system serving geographically distributed
users’’ that processed ‘‘the most sensitive
information.’’69
Drawing upon the papers that Ware and
his colleagues presented at the spring 1967
conference, the task force reaffirmed many
of the same threats, such as wiretaps and
trap doors. In one case, the task force speculated that ‘‘covert monitoring devices can
be installed within the central processor,’’ a
technique ‘‘easy for a knowledgeable person’’
to accomplish, making ‘‘detection very difficult.’’70 Additionally, the task force warned
about loopholes, or inadequacies in a system’s
software. A cleverly exploited loophole could
lead to ‘‘a security breach, a suspension or
modification of software safeguards (perhaps
undetected), or wholesome clobbering of internal programs, data, and files,’’ the task
force speculated.71 Although US officials classified the ‘‘Ware Report’’ at the time of its initial publication in February 1970, computer
specialist Peter Browne openly described it as
‘‘the definitive document’’ on computer security in a 1972 bibliographic paper.72

Theories of Attack
After the task force completed its detailed investigation into the many threats to online systems, a number of organizations within the
defense establishment began formally developing their penetration techniques and strategies.
In the same month that the media sensationalized the Ward case, RAND published a secret,
ARPA-sponsored penetration study.73 During
the study, a team of RAND researchers had informed ARPA that it could demonstrate a penetration by crashing a targeted system or
sending unauthorized messages to that system’s terminals.74 Another team of RAND analysts, including Rein Turn, summarized the
results in a follow-up paper, observing that
the ‘‘relatively small ARPA-sponsored RAND
effort demonstrated the ease of penetrating
a large computer system,’’ even if it featured
supposedly adequate safeguards.75
In a second, more challenging test,
RAND’s penetration team succeeded in stealing system passwords and installing a trap
door, all without detection.76 During the exercises, RAND team members James Anderson,
Richard Bisbey, and Dennis Hollingworth
had ‘‘demonstrated the practicality of systempenetration as a tool for evaluating . . . data
security safeguards,’’ Turn noted in yet another paper.77 Furthermore, RAND specialist
R. Fredrickson had initiated a related program
into ‘‘[t]he further development of systempenetration techniques,’’ hoping to develop
‘‘tools for security system certification.’’78
ARPA sponsored these efforts through initiatives such as the Computer Security Assurance project, which involved ‘‘test[ing] a
system[’s] security through penetration.’’79
Turn, Fredrickson, and Hollingworth all
believed that penetration testing offered several benefits that justified its study, such
as the penetrator’s ‘‘diabolical frame of
mind . . ., which is difficult to emulate’’
with other testing methods.80 They recommended the ‘‘development of methodology
and tools’’ to test system security, including
‘‘penetration test techniques’’ and ‘‘aids to
penetration test data management and analysis.’’81 Although Turn, Fredrickson, and Hollingworth supported the development of
penetration methodologies for the purposes
of security testing, they also foresaw computer
penetration ‘‘as an extension of electronic
warfare,’’ a potentially major weapon that
governments could use to gather intelligence
or crash systems ‘‘at critical moments.’’82
The US Air Force (USAF), RAND’s leading
sponsor, wasted little time in taking advantage
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of the company’s pioneering efforts, which
Ware later described as ‘‘a vigorously growing
seed’’ planted ‘‘for others to nourish.’’83 In
mid-1971, the USAF Electronic Systems Division contracted with James P. Anderson &
Co. to analyze the security of its Data Services
Center (ACS) at the Pentagon, a major system
that serviced six organizations involving hundreds of people.84,85 The USAF required that its
system, which consisted of a Honeywell 635
computer and GECOS III operating system,
provide secure access to ‘‘users located virtually anywhere,’’ similar to the NSA system.
Based on his analysis of the ‘‘opportunities
to mount a penetration attack,’’ Anderson
warned about a number of penetration scenarios that could compromise the Honeywell
system.86 By using a secondary computer to
relay commands through an unknowing, legitimate user, a penetrator could engage in
‘‘a convincing dialog with the user’’ while
‘‘simultaneously inject[ing] the attack program [in]to the system,’’ Anderson warned.87
This ‘‘store and forward’’ attack, just one of
many, represented a specific phase of what
Anderson more generally outlined as an ‘‘attack sequence.’’88 The approach involved several prearranged steps, including, ‘‘1. Find an
exploitable vulnerability. 2. Design an attack
around it. 3. Test the attack. 4. Seize a line
in use for ACS Operations. 5. Enter the attack.
6. Exploit the entry for information recovery.’’88 Before implementing the attack, penetrators would also have to collect intelligence
on the targeted system, including the ‘‘exact
location(s) of unclassified terminals, phone
numbers and actual lines used, location of
junction boxes and other places taps can be
placed, details of security measures that
exist, table of organization,’’ and other measures.88 Similar to the Ware report and some
early RAND exercises, US officials classified
Anderson’s study, which added to the growing body of secret work on penetration.
In early 1972, the USAF again contracted
with Anderson’s company, requesting that
it produce a plan for addressing the USAF’s
unresolved security problem. By organizing
a special study panel similar to the task
force, the USAF united a smaller team of
experts from business, government, and industry, including the NSA, Mitre, SDC, and
Case Western Reserve. Notably, Anderson
wrote the section of the study panel’s report
that dealt with penetration techniques, or
the many different classes of attacks.89 He
attributed one type of attack, the ‘‘asynchronous attack,’’ to USAF Major Roger
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Schell, who had overseen both Anderson’s
Pentagon study and the study panel’s report.90 The NSA’s Dan Edwards, who had
served on both the task force and the study
panel, had identified an even more serious attack, Anderson noted, citing the Trojan
horse, or ‘‘the quintessence of the malicious
threat against contemporary systems.’’91 Penetrators implemented the attack by presenting a gift program embedded with trap
doors to unknowing, legitimate users. In
fact, Anderson and Edwards had introduced
the Trojan horse method to computer specialists at an earlier workshop sponsored by
the NSA-linked Institute for Defense Analysis
(IDA). The NSA’s Dennis K. Branstad, who
later reported on the IDA meeting, noted
that the attack ‘‘was coined a ‘Trojan
Horse’’’ during a group discussion session.92
In the study panel report, Anderson called attention to the Trojan horse technique and
other methods of hostile penetration to describe how penetrators implemented their
attacks, intending to provide ‘‘familiarity
with how the problem appears to the penetrator.’’93 By listing the actual code that had
compromised the Pentagon’s Honeywell system during a test ‘‘scavenge attack,’’ Anderson demonstrated how ‘‘the user-IDS and
passwords recovered permit its user to masquerade as any other user of the system.’’94
The study panel, which completed its report
in late 1972, concluded that contemporary
systems remained especially vulnerable to
penetrators. ‘‘It is a commentary on contemporary systems that none of the known tiger
team efforts has failed to date,’’ the study
panel noted, referring to the results of specially organized teams of penetration testers.95 Shortly before the panel released its
findings, Roger Shell had similarly informed
several colleagues that no ‘‘major multiuser
computer system’’ had yet ‘‘withstood serious attempts at circumvention by determined and skilled users.’’96
Given the growing awareness about the
computer security problem, the country’s
leading experts convened in Rancho Sante
Fe, California, in December 1972, hoping to
establish ‘‘fundamental principles of application and implementation’’ for computer security.97 NSA official Douglas L. Hogan
chaired the workshop’s planning committee,
which had drawn more than 60 specialists to
the event. The NSA’s Hilda Faust, one of the
study panel members and few women to attend the workshop, participated in an eightmember measurements working group that
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also included the USAF’s Roger Schell and
RAND’s Rein Turn. Tasked with establishing
a measure of system security, the working
group attempted to quantify what it called
an ‘‘intrusion work factor,’’ a concept that
Petersen and Turn had discussed at the
1967 Joint Computer Conference.98 The
team members began by outlining an attack
sequence similar to the one that Anderson
had described in his Pentagon study. In general, the steps involved collecting ‘‘sufficient
information about the target system,’’ developing ‘‘an acceptable penetration plan,’’
achieving ‘‘access to the target system,’’ and
finally ‘‘[p]enetrating the data bank and
escaping detection.’’99
The measurements group also noted that
different penetration techniques varied in
their degree of difficulty, an important consideration for estimating the work factor.
For example, some penetrators might make
trial-and-error attempts to infiltrate a system,
whereas others might employ a wiretapping
or eavesdropping approach. A subjective estimation of a system’s work factor would likely
involve iterative methods of ‘‘experimentation and/or simulation,’’ the analysts speculated, calling for a completed ‘‘penetration
once a suspected error has been found.’’100
Incidentally, the DoD began distributing
its official security manual for resource-sharing computer systems shortly after the workshop concluded. In its manual, the DoD
required that security analysts complete a
verification process, which included ‘‘the
actual on-line system penetration’’ of all
DoD systems.101 Although the DoD had
begun developing its manual well before
the workshop, much of the developmental
work in the field of computer security ‘‘can
be traced to the workshop,’’ the chairman
of the measurements group, Peter Brown,
later reflected.102 With the publication of
the DoD manual, the defense establishment
had formally adopted computer penetration
as a tool for further study and development.

Security Does Not Exist
Regardless of its role in security testing, the
penetration method appeared far better at
exploiting vulnerabilities. For example, corporate spies and saboteurs had begun regularly employing penetration techniques to
attack time-sharing systems, often as a routine business practice. SRI’s Donn Parker
reported in a major study in March 1973
that ‘‘it is common practice’’ for companies
‘‘to gain legitimate or unauthorized access

to competitors’ systems.’’103 Parker, who
had also attended the workshop in Rancho
Sante Fe, found that corporate spies routinely
‘‘take copies of programs and data files’’ and
‘‘subvert the operating system making subsequent attacks simple.’’103 He based his observations on conversations with several
officials of time-sharing companies, including a small number of captured penetrators.
Parker noted that one company had hired a
‘‘young, bright systems programmer’’ to
patch the holes that he had previously
embedded in the company’s system on behalf of a competitor.103
In January 1974, Parker and his colleague
Susan Nycum published a related article in
the magazine Datamation, relaying Parker’s
findings to a much wider audience. In their
report, they noted that employees of timesharing companies regularly tried to obtain
programs, customer lists, and user files from
competitors in a practice that ‘‘is common
among commercial time-sharing companies’
employees.’’104 Working on behalf of their
employers, programmers even attempted to
crash competitors’ systems. Although some
in the industry viewed the tactics as ‘‘industrial espionage and sabotage,’’ Parker and
Nycum detected ‘‘a growing feeling among
certain computer professionals that such
activity is . . . a legitimate business
technique.’’104
Given the unresolved security problem,
security analysts expressed hope that a
time-sharing system under development
since the mid to late 1960s, known as Multics, would lead to a possible solution.105
The study panel had suggested that systems
such as Multics ‘‘appear to offer the best vehicle for implementing a secure system.’’106
Programmers had developed Multics ‘‘with
data security as a fundamental design criteria,’’ RAND analyst Dennis Hollingworth
noted in a separate report.107 Still, Hollingworth believed that all systems required ‘‘several iterations of system penetration testing/
hardening to eliminate the majority of penetrable errors,’’ especially because ‘‘so called
‘tiger teams’’’ had ‘‘almost invariably’’ succeeded in undermining systems with added
safeguards.108 In fact, a special project run
by the USAF and Mitre code-named ZARF,
which specialized in ‘‘cracking ‘uncrackable’
computers,’’ had formed a tiger team to perform a security evaluation of Multics.109
The USAF, the main impetus behind the security evaluation, had planned to use Multics
for its Data Services Center in the Pentagon,
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‘‘it is common practice’’

who referenced the Multics study in a later
report for the New Yorker, suggested that the
ZARF team had ‘‘modified the system so thoroughly that even if particular flaws which had
allowed the original penetration were to be
discovered and corrected, the penetrators
would continue to have full access to the system.’’117 Clearly, the ZARF team had little
trouble undermining the Multics system.

for companies ‘‘to gain

Sounding the Alarm

In a major study in
March 1973, SRI’s Donn
Parker reported that

legitimate or
unauthorized access to
competitors’ systems.’’
the same center that James Anderson had
recently assessed. Roger Schell and Paul
Karger, both of the USAF, took formal credit
for the project, but study panel member
and Mitre analyst Steven Lipner also played
a prominent role.
These three ZARF team members set up
their operation in the basement of Schell’s
home in Concord, Massachusetts, relying
on a terminal that they had connected to
Schell’s personal telephone line.110 The men
began their analysis by studying a Multics
system at the Rome Air Development Center
in New York, developing a penetration
approach for their real target, a system at
MIT.111 During their attempt to break into
the MIT system, or ‘‘the most secure operating system available in the industry,’’112 the
ZARF members successfully utilized a number
of well-established penetration techniques,
leading them to conclude that ‘‘a malicious
user can penetrate the system at will with relatively minimal effort.’’113 For instance, the
ZARF team embedded a trap door in the
MIT computer, demonstrating ‘‘the feasibility of inserting and distributing trap doors’’
to other sites.114
After the study, Honeywell unknowingly
distributed a version of the compromised system, installing it in the USAF’s Data Services
Center in the Pentagon.115 ‘‘This trap door
was small (fewer than 10 instructions out of
100,000),’’ Schell later acknowledged, noting
that the ‘‘manufacturer could not find it,
even when he knew it existed and how it
worked.’’116 It took Honeywell about a year
after Karger and Schell had published their
findings to discover and disable the trap
door. The journalist Thomas Whiteside,
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Following the disappointing results of the
Multics security evaluation, the popular
media began slowly sounding the alarm on
computer security. In September 1974, W.
Thomas Porter, Jr. dramatized computer vulnerabilities in an article in the New York
Times Magazine, borrowing a headline from
the Ward case, ‘‘Computer Raped by Telephone.’’118 Unless ‘‘the Department of Defense will soon include an appropriation for
a completely protected security system,’’ Porter feared that the US would face utter destruction. He envisioned ‘‘a computer-trained
guerrilla group’’ called ‘‘Those Who Threaten
World Annihilation’’ penetrating a US missile
control system and then announcing, ‘‘We
now control your system. Your missiles are
aimed to destroy you.’’119 Porter based his
fears on the work conducted by companies
such as RAND, where penetration tests had
demonstrated that ‘‘no major defense system
has withstood a dedicated attack.’’119
The journalist Tom Alexander made the
same point in a similarly alarmist article in
Fortune magazine, commenting that ‘‘no
major system has yet withstood a dedicated
attack by a tiger team.’’120 Interviewed for
the Fortune article, Willis Ware worried especially about the ‘‘million programmers in
the country right now,’’ warning that ‘‘if
only 1 percent of them were inclined to be
dishonest, that’s ten thousand dishonest programmers.’’120 Even the magazine American
Scientist published a comparably cautionary
RAND study that Ware had coauthored
with his colleague Rein Turn. ‘‘Despite more
than nine years of operational use and
continuous testing, occasional errors in
MULTICS are still found,’’ Ware and Turn
acknowledged.121 The two RAND analysts
relayed the same general point as Alexander
and Porter, noting that ‘‘every operating system now in use that has been tested has been
found to contain numerous errors.’’121
In addition to Fortune, the joint USAFMitre ZARF team shared the results of its penetration exercises with a number of other
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leading media outlets. Based on a study completed in December 1974, the Washington
Post journalist Bonnie Ginzburg declared,
‘‘Military computers containing top-secret
national security information can be penetrated at will, according to an Air Force report.’’122 The study itself, which Ginzburg
quoted, stated that ‘‘projects aimed at testing
the security of operating systems by penetration’’ have resulted in ‘‘total success for the
penetrator’’ every time.122 As part of her report, Ginzburg also interviewed Mitre’s Steven
Lipner, who informed her that a penetration
team had remotely accessed ‘‘the password
files that people use to log in’’ to sensitive military systems, doing it ‘‘over a six-month period in one case without detection.’’122
The journalist Thomas Whiteside described
and quoted from the same December study
in his series of articles about computer
crime for the New Yorker.123 In fact, Lipner
and Schell had provided Whiteside with
‘‘several Air Force and MITRE internal
papers,’’ including the Multics security evaluation.124 Despite the numerous studies, a
possible solution to the security problem
remained out of reach, perhaps due to
‘‘what the Air Force calls low-level funding
in the area of computer security,’’ Ginzburg
suggested in her report for the Post.122 Years
later, the ZARF team members discussed the
sense of urgency that they had felt at the
time, noting that ‘‘with the Cold War raging,
our assumption was that the most immediate
professional penetrators would be foreign espionage agents and that the defense establishment would be the target of choice,’’
with ‘‘commercial penetrators to follow.’’125
Still, numerous organizations performing
penetration research received abundant Pentagon funding, reflecting the serious attention given to the security problem. By mid1974, a number of institutions, including
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Information Sciences Institute, IBM Corporation
Research Division, Air Force Electronic Systems Division, SDC, and CIA, openly
acknowledged that they had been conducting officially sponsored penetration exercises.126 MIT professor Jerome Saltzer, who
had worked on Ware’s task force, summarized the projects in a brief article in the newsletter Operating Systems Review, explaining
that ‘‘Much of the work . . . is government
sponsored, and that work is largely under
the Department of Defense.’’127
Coinciding with all the research programs,
many penetration studies began appearing in

the scholarly literature. In September 1974,
the same month that Porter had published
his article about computer-trained guerrilla
groups, the Honeywell Computer Journal
described computer penetration in a comprehensive article, ‘‘Penetration of Computer Systems: An Overview.’’128 The
author, Honeywell’s R.D. Lackey, based his
discussion on ‘‘many examples of actual system penetration,’’ although he listed no
references.128 IBM also published the results
of one of its security studies in its IBM Systems Journal in late 1974. The author, W.S.
McPhee, who had reviewed IBM’s OS/VS2
system, warned that ‘‘total system integrity,
or security, does not exist anywhere in the
world. If someone is willing to spend
enough and risk enough, any security system can be broken.’’129 Certainly, McPhee’s
point fit well with the overall consensus
that no system remained safe from hostile
penetration.

Penetration Methodologies
As tiger teams demonstrated their ease in
penetrating even the securest systems, the
DoD began funding research that sought to
establish systematic methodologies for analyzing computer security. Because they were
less glamorous than the tiger team testing,
the media often overlooked these more sophisticated approaches, which some RAND
analysts described as drudgery.130 The measurements working group at the Rancho
Sante Fe workshop had made a strong push
for these more formulaic evaluation tools,
calling for iterative, heuristic searches for system flaws that also took into account historical data. In fact, Donn Parker had begun his
exploration of computer-related crime as part
of the Research in Secured Operating Systems
(RISOS) project at the University of California’s Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.131
The project team members, consisting of programmers, statisticians, and other researchers, had contracted with ARPA to ‘‘test and
evaluate the security of selected computer
systems, as specified by the Department of
Defense,’’ according to the project’s director,
Robert Abbott.132 Jerome Saltzer, who had
summarized many of the ongoing penetration studies in Operating Systems Review,
described the RISOS project as an attempt
to establish ‘‘systematic methodologies’’ for
testing computer security, noting that one
RISOS computer would store ‘‘a catalog of
techniques which have permitted successful
system penetration.’’133
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Notably, ARPA invested in several of these
team-directed approaches, including the
comparable Protection Analysis (PA) project
undertaken by analysts at the University of
Southern California’s Information Sciences
Institute. Like the RISOS project, the PA project revolved around the development of
what Saltzer described as ‘‘system-penetration expertise.’’134 In the PA project’s final report, lead researchers Richard Bisbey and
Dennis Hollingworth, who had both worked
alongside James Anderson on RAND’s early
penetration studies, distinguished PA from
RISOS and its attempt ‘‘to systematize penetration activities.’’135 Instead of requiring
‘‘individuals who themselves who would
make good ‘penetrators’ of a given target system,’’ Bisbey and Hollingworth hoped to
‘‘identify automatable techniques for detecting vulnerabilities in existing system software,’’ a process that required ‘‘limited
expertise’’ from users.135 Like the RISOS
team, the PA team had also built a database
of system threats, but ARPA eventually cut
funding from the highly challenging project.
Analysts at the SDC, the contractor that
had made one of the initial pushes for penetration studies, developed perhaps the most
successful strategy for assessing system security, the Flaw Hypothesis Methodology
(FHM). Clark Weissman, a study panel member, had originally outlined the approach in
an internal SDC paper in 1973.136 He later
described FHM penetration testing as a
‘‘holistic method’’ that could ‘‘expose as
many flaws as established as a test goal.’’137
Weissman’s colleague Richard Linde openly
discussed FHM at the May 1975 Joint Computer Conference, describing it as a ‘‘successful penetration methodology,’’ or ‘‘a formal
strategy for penetrating an operating system.’’138 During four basic steps, penetration
analysts reviewed system manuals, theorized
about possible weaknesses, tested for the
alleged flaws, and finally classified the discovered errors.139 The penetration analysts
discovered most of the flaws ‘‘by ‘thought’
testing,’’ with actual test penetrations involving ‘‘a minimum amount of thought once
the flaw is proved,’’ Linde explained.140
In addition to 26 generic system flaws,
Linde described 18 generic operating system
attacks, including denial of access, Trojan
horses, and wiretapping. Notably, Linde suggested that ‘‘Richard Bisbee [sic], Dan
Edwards, and several of the Multics people,
whom I have not referenced herein, should
be given credit for devising a number of the
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penetration attacks.’’141 Years later, Weissman also credited a number of analysts
with devising penetration attacks, citing
‘‘the legendary breakpoint attack of Linde/
Phillips,’’ which Weissman considered one
of the most successful penetrations.142 The
attack enabled penetrators to insert code
into a targeted system, giving them ‘‘arbitrary
control’’ over it.142 In fact, Phillips had participated in a self-described ‘‘team of penetrators’’ that utilized FHM to test the security of
IBM’s VM/370 system, enlisting the guidance
of both Weissman and Linde.143 Phillips and
his team published their findings in the IBM
Systems Journal, noting that they had carried
out ‘‘several penetrations, some of which enabled the penetrators to seize control of the
system.’’144 FHM ‘‘provided a systematic
and reasonably comprehensive approach’’
for their analysis, they concluded.145
Eventually, FHM had become such a
widely accepted methodology that the NSA
required security analysts working at its
Computer Security Evaluation Center
(CSEC) ‘‘to be conversant with the ‘flaw hypothesis’ or equivalent security testing methodology’’ in order to conduct evaluations of
systems that offered a basic level of security.146 One NSA operative later explained
that the X division at NSA ‘‘is the secure software group. We test secure computers. X-1
are the mathematical folks who test software
theoretically—trying to find holes in its design. X-2 people sit at the computer, trying
to break software once it’s written.’’147 Instead of relying on simple penetration tests,
the NSA could now follow a carefully constructed penetration methodology to thoroughly assess the vulnerabilities of online
computer systems.

Conclusion
Shortly after Linde had discussed the FHM
methodology at the May 1975 Joint Computer Conference, US political leaders found
themselves embroiled in a major controversy
over an emerging technology that linked numerous computer systems through telecommunications lines, the Arpanet. During
congressional hearings on the security of
this precursor to the modern day Internet,148
California Senator John V. Tunney called attention to the ‘‘recent charges that the intelligence community has developed the
capability of using computers to create dossiers on American citizens.’’149 At the time,
NBC’s Ford Rowan had accused US intelligence agencies of accumulating and
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distributing information on American citizens through computer networks. Testifying
before Congress in June 1975, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense David O. Cooke
denied that the DoD maintained a system
of monitoring information transmitted over
the Arpanet. Stephen T. Walker, who had
recently moved to ARPA from the NSA,150
similarly testified that ‘‘there is no way to
monitor the data being transferred on the
network.’’151 In other words, Cooke and his
colleagues implied that the computer networks remained entirely secure. Nobody
could request information from the Arpanet
‘‘without our knowledge,’’ Cooke declared.152
Even Paul Armer, who had spent 10 years as
the head of RAND’s Computer Science Department, testified that computers could not
steal data from other computers, calling
the idea hogwash.153 Nevertheless, Armer
acknowledged that ‘‘I don’t mean to imply
that computers today are not penetrated by
individuals with malevolent intent.’’153
Given the possibility, he suggested that ‘‘[i]f
there is concern about the FBI computer
being programmed to penetrate the Social
Security computers and the Census Bureau
computers,’’ then the government should
‘‘treat the files of Social Security and the Census like classified information.’’154
Of course, none of the DoD officials had
anything to say about the consistent success
of their professional tiger teams or the new
penetration methodologies under their development. Officials like Walker chose to
wait a few years before acknowledging that
the DoD had in fact generated ‘‘long lists of
the ways penetrators used to break into systems’’ by the early 1970s.155 ‘‘The ‘Tiger
Team’ system penetration efforts record of
success in penetrating all commercial systems attempted, led to the perception that
the integrity of computer systems [sic] hardware and software could not be relied upon
to protect information from disclosure to
other users of the same computer system,’’
he admitted years after the hearings.155
Undoubtedly, the tools and strategies
required to successfully implement offensive
attacks had already been thoroughly studied
and well understood, especially in time for
some discussion at the 1975 congressional
hearings.
Without a readily available subversion
handbook, potential subverters would not
have to look much beyond the years of studies sponsored by the defense establishment
to discover the essential principles, tools,

The journalist David
Sanger recently
observed, ‘‘there has
never been a real
debate in the United
States about when
and how to use
cyberweapons.’’
and methodologies used to break into computer systems. Philip Myers, who used
many of the officially sponsored security
studies from the early 1970s to research and
write his 1980 master’s thesis on computer
subversion, recognized his work’s offensive
potential, noting that he did not intend ‘‘to
provide a handbook of subversion for subverters.’’156 Myers even suggested that computer penetration ‘‘would not be a sound
‘business’ practice’’ because it depends ‘‘on
a design oversight or an implementation
flaw that might be eventually corrected.’’157
For the ‘‘professional that is in the business
of gathering intelligence over a long period
of time,’’ the reliance on system flaws presented a major problem.158 A more sophisticated approach, Myers believed, involved
the thorough modification of a system,
ensuring ‘‘results over the long haul.’’158
The computer subverter, as opposed to the
computer penetrator, ‘‘constructs his own
mechanisms that are inserted into the hardware or software during one of the various
phases of a computer systems [sic] life
cycle,’’ Myers explained, highlighting trap
doors and Trojan Horses as the essential
tools.157 Myers further distinguished computer subverters from computer penetrators
by noting that ‘‘any reference to the subverter is meant as a reference to the subversive organization.’’159 According to Myers,
subverters carried out ‘‘field operations’’
by acting ‘‘with the guidance of all the expertise that might be available’’ from an
organization.160
Roger Schell, who served as Myers’s thesis
advisor, later described subverters in similar
terms. In a collaborative paper, Schell and
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several of his colleagues described subversion
as ‘‘a type of attack’’ typically conducted by
‘‘a nation state (or state-sponsored organization), organized crime group, or large corporation involved in corporate espionage’’ for
the purposes of information warfare.161 Although Myers and Schell clearly understood
offensive actions from the perspective of subverters, it still remains difficult to establish an
indisputable link between the years of official
penetration studies in the US and modern
day cyberwar.
Regardless, recent news reports have highlighted a number of potential links between
security testing and offensive cyberwar. As
the journalist Siobhan Gorman reported in
the Wall Street Journal in June 2012, the
Idaho National Laboratory helped lay the
groundwork for the attack against Iran by
identifying cybervulnerabilities in systems
that manage everyday operations in the US.
‘‘Idaho National Lab has a cadre of researchers who investigate vulnerabilities in computerized control systems that run critical
infrastructure,’’ Gorman reported. As part of
its partnership with the CIA’s Information
Operations Center, the security researchers
at the lab had assessed the vulnerabilities of
the systems that the Iranians used for its enrichment program.162
In another similarity with security testing,
US officials overseeing the development of
the Stuxnet weapon oversaw a phase of
what they called ‘‘destructive testing.’’4
According to the New York Times journalist
David Sanger, the US constructed ‘‘a virtual
replica of Natanz,’’ enabling it to conduct
‘‘the test over several of the Energy Department’s national laboratories to keep even
the most trusted nuclear workers from figuring out what was afoot.’’4 The push for destructive testing strongly mirrored the
approach that Karger and Shell had taken
during their security evaluation of MULTICS.
As Karger and Schell have acknowledged, ‘‘a
professional penetrator would do as we
did—debug the penetration programs on a
duplicate machine... before attacking the
desired target.’’163 In his 1971 study of the
Data Services Center in the Pentagon, James
Anderson had also emphasized that a hostile
penetrator’s ‘‘attack sequence’’ would involve a period of testing.164 Myers made
the same point in his thesis, insisting that
‘‘the subverter needs to insure [sic] that
any techniques and mechanisms used in
the field have been perfected at a safe computing site.’’159
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The expert computer scientist Robert
Morris, who the New York Times recently eulogized as a ‘‘Pioneer in Computer Security’’
and the Washington Post included ‘‘among
the top U.S. computer security experts,’’ perhaps best symbolizes the transition from penetration testing to offensive cyberwar.165 In
the early 1980s, Morris had worked at
AT&T’s Bell Laboratories, which had authorized him ‘‘to attempt to act as a tiger team’’
to test the security of the company’s systems.166 ‘‘I don’t make any modifications,’’
Morris explained at the time, ‘‘but simply inform the company of the cases in which I
have been able to get access.’’166 Eventually,
Morris joined the NSA’s CSEC as its chief scientist, having known ‘‘all of the senior staff’’
for a number of years.167 In the 1989 book
The Cuckoo’s Egg, Clifford Stoll described Morris as the NSA’s ‘‘top guru’’ on computer security.168 In one notable exchange, Morris
informed Stoll that ‘‘I’ve got three good password cracking programs’’ that cracked passwords by systematically trying the words in
a dictionary, calling the approach ‘‘child’s
play.’’169 At CSEC, Morris primarily focused
on security issues, ‘‘work[ing] for the agency
in protecting government computers and in
projects involving electronic surveillance
and online warfare,’’ according to New York
Times journalist John Markoff.170 Similarly,
T. Rees Shapiro reported in the Washington
Post that ‘‘Morris was the digital gatekeeper
of the American government’s secrets,’’ leading a team at NSA that ‘‘defended the military’s networks from outside attack.’’171
Before long, Morris made the transition
from security guru to cyberwarrior. According to John Markoff’s report in the New
York Times, Morris had ‘‘played an important
clandestine role in planning what was probably the nation’s first cyber war,’’ the cyberattacks against Iraq during the first Gulf
War.172 ‘‘Although details are still classified,’’
Markoff noted, ‘‘the attacks, along with laserguided bombs, are believed to have largely
destroyed Iraq’s military command and control capability before the war began.’’172 Another report by MIT News placed Morris with
‘‘a special team’’ that had worked on ‘‘nullifying the Iraqi defense system’’ at the time,
noting that Morris ‘‘was detailed to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.’’172 Incidentally, Morris had
previously worked with the joint chiefs on
securing the nation’s military systems during
his time at CSEC.173 Certainly, Morris would
have made an ideal candidate for one of the
nation’s earliest teams of cyberwarriors.
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During another round of congressional
hearings on computer security in late 1983,
Morris’s colleague Willis Ware, who had
helped sound the alarm on security issues
in the mid-1960s, commented on the particularly blurry line separating security testing
from cyberwar. ‘‘The computer security
issue must be seen as analogous to the classical offense/defense situation,’’ he noted in
his prepared statement.174 ‘‘As the defenses
of computer security safeguards get better,’’
Ware argued, ‘‘the offenses . . . against them
will become more sophisticated, and that
cycle . . . will repeat again and again and
again.’’175 Certainly, figures such as Robert
Morris not only ranked high in the upper
echelons of what Ware called ‘‘the country’s
expertise’’ on the ‘‘sophisticated technical
threat[s]’’ but also exemplified the offense/
defense cycle inherent to security research.176
Given the issue’s importance, including the
high level of security and capabilities now
achieved by the US, ‘‘we must initiate a
broad public dialogue about cyber war,’’
Clarke and Knake recently suggested in
Cyber War.177 Indeed, ‘‘there has never been
a real debate in the United States about
when and how to use cyberweapons,’’ the
journalist David Sanger recently observed.178
At the very least, I hope this research will
contribute to the ongoing push for a more
open, democratic discussion.
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